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		A practical guide to best and worst practices for family businesses—from drawing up incorporation documents to succession planning to selling the business.  The book also includes examples from actual court cases and presents these lessons in an accessible manner.  Sample legal agreements are included which help to avoid some of the major risks to the family business.
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Real-Time Digital Signal Processing,: Implementations, Application and Experiments with the TMS320C55XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Real-time functionality is the latest challenge facing high performance digital signal processors and DSP applications. Its successful deployment requires a thorough understanding of DSP theory as well as mastery of skills in real-time DSP design and implementation techniques. With this in mind Real-time Digital Signal Processing offers...
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Translating Film Subtitles into Chinese: A Multimodal StudySpringer, 2019

	This book examines three metafunction meanings in subtitle translation with three research foci, i.e., the main types of cross-modal interrelation, the primary function of semiotic interplay, and the key linguistic components influencing the subtitles. It goes beyond traditional textual analysis in translation studies; approaches subtitle...
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Approximate Kalman Filtering (Approximations and Decompositions)World Scientific Publishing, 1993

	Kalman filtering algorithm gives optimal (linear, unbiased and minimum error-variance) estimates of the unknown state vectors of a linear dynamic-observation system, under the regular conditions such as perfect data information; complete noise statistics; exact linear modelling; ideal will-conditioned matrices in computation and strictly...
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The Lithosphere Beneath the Indian Shield: A Geodynamic Perspective (Modern Approaches in Solid Earth Sciences, 20)Springer, 2020

	
		This book explores the geotectonic evolution of the lithosphere beneath the Indian Shield, which comprises a collage of cratons variously bounded by mobile belts and palaeo-rifts. The lithosphere beneath these is fairly thin compared to other cratons worldwide, petrologically varied and shows considerable variation in thickness with...
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PC Annoyances, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2005
In every PC user's life, there's a point when desperate measures must be taken. Some push their PC off a pier or chuck it into a landfill. Others turn their former computing ally into a planter box. But don't give up on your PC yet--help is at hand. This easy to read, accessible book from PC World expert Steve Bass covers the waterfront of...
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Intelligent Open Learning Systems: Concepts, Models and Algorithms (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2011

	The book addresses the problem known in the literature as Open and Distance
	Learning (ODL). ODL describes new concepts of the process of learning-teaching
	organization. ODL is becoming very popular at universities that offer education
	via online and/or distance learning, both in synchronous or asynchronous modes.
	More precisely, the...
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